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Abstract. This paper introduces an interactive 3D scanning tool (Quokka)
that generates real time point clouds and surfaces in a design program
(Rhinoceros). It explains the use of this tool through a detailed experiment,
suggesting a new mode of design using a dynamic, three-dimensional grid.
Keywords. Real time design; real time feedback; interface; Quokka; reconstructing surfaces; dynamic point cloud.

1. Introduction: Designing in a Dynamic Cloud
Within the history of design computing, architects, designers, and engineers have
investigated ways to create a seamless interface between reality and the virtual
world. Recently design generation has increasingly migrated from the tangibility
of the physical model toward the digital realm. While this sea change has added
significant benefits to the design process, and the differences have significantly
decreased, there still seems to be a gap for architects who are attempting to
smoothly mediate between these two states.
One method of alleviating this disparity between the physical and the digital during the design process has been the introduction of 3D scanning. This method, which
assists in gathering existing site conditions and site context, has developed quickly in
the last decade with the use of portable 3D scanners. Land surveyors are using these
to scan terrains and regenerating them digitally as point clouds, and preservationists
are implementing their use to reconstruct historical facades (Yang et al., 2011).
The problem of introducing scanners into routine practice for both the professional architect and student are twofold; they are cost prohibitive, and, more
importantly, they require additional knowledge of specific programs and procedures which are not directly connected with traditional design programs that
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architects are familiar with. Designers need to use special plug-ins to import the
point cloud into a design program such as AutoCad and Rhino. Recently, Autodesk
has bridged this gap by enabling designers to import point clouds in Building
Information Modelling (e.g. Revit 2013), allowing architects to import point
clouds and re-mesh the surface generated from surveyor scanners into the design
program. However these solutions simply provide a literal snapshot of a site or
object within one moment in time. As a result, the ability of using point clouds is
still limited by the static nature of the previous processes. Real time scanning,
used in a generative design process, can allow for innovation applications such as
vector motion design driven by surface curvature. This will result in achieving a
closed real time design feedback loop.
This paper not only presents an inexpensive way of reality capture using
Microsoft Kinect as a real-time 3D scanner, but it also proposes a tool to rearrange
a point cloud generated from the 3D scanning process in order to create a dynamic
surface using an add-on for Grasshopper and Rhinoceros we developed called
Quokka. The use of these two innovations suggests a novel method for designing
and interacting with a dynamic three-dimensional grid in Rhinoceros in real time.
This research illustrates how Quokka allows designers to use Kinect in a parametric program to scan surfaces, digitise designed objects, capture real time data,
deal with human interaction and even reverse engineer physical models. The paper
explains the technical methods of developing this tool and demonstrates an architectural application that reconstructs a digital surface using a physical surface as
dynamic input for generative tools. The significant thing about this method is that
designers will be able to modify those generative digital surfaces by physically
manipulating a surface, model, or other physical objects in real time. This process
adds the possibility of another significant dimension to the design process – the
possibility of designing with (real) motion and movement.
2. Precedents
2.1. THE REALITY/VIRTUAL INTERFACE

Since John Frazer’s canonical project of the Universal Constructor (Frazer, 1995),
architects and engineers have attempted to bridge the gap between actions, behaviours, and movement in reality with representations on the computer screen. Another
project called Graspable User Interface conducted by Fitzmaurice et al. (1995)
addressed similar issues by creating a collection of input devices called ‘bricks’
which could be moved within a defined horizontal surface called ActiveDesk.
Rather than using a mouse and cursor, it was hoped that the bricks, coupled to virtual counterparts, could create physical spaces with corresponding digital versions.
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The Tangible Bits project by Ishii and Ullmer (1997) conducted at the MIT
Media Laboratory was another attempt to expand the notion of an interface
between the real and digital world (at the time referred to as ‘cyberspace’) using
what the researcher described as Human Computer Interaction (HCI). Rather than
being simply limited to the computer screen and mouse as input devices, the
researchers were able to re-interpret the virtual/reality boundary by imagining a
metaDESK, transBOARD, and ambientROOM as a new means in which to translate real-world data.
2.1.1. 3D Scanning
Using GIS, a laser scanner, computer projection, and a clay tableau, researchers of
the Illuminating Clay project created yet another alternate interface. The set-up
would allow landscape analysts to directly manipulate the surface of a landscape
and view possible outcomes, however this process, as the researchers concluded,
did not offer a fine type of visual accuracy, was very slow, and extremely expensive (45,000 euro) considering the final outcome which was conducted using a
simulated environment from a projected image, not from a real-time source. (Piper
et al., 2002).
In 2010, the Scanlab at The Bartlett conducted a series of projects centred on the
use of the 3D scanner as a tool in design and in collecting data (Trossell and Shaw,
2011). The projects ranged in scope from the scanning of physical objects and
existing site conditions and their calibration in digital models, to the collection and
analysis of environmental and urban data. These projects did not use Kinect, but
rather employed a self-built 3D scanner and open-source scanning software.
2.1.2. Kinect in Architecture
Game technology has recently introduced useful devices that can bridge this gap
of obtaining information from the physical world and importing into digital data
in real time. The Microsoft Kinect was developed for the Xbox 360 video game
console as a motion-sensing device which can gather motion data of up to two
players; allowing them to interact with games through the tracking of player body
position. (skeletons)
There are many recent publications dedicated to hacking the Kinect sensor
(Borenstein, 2012; Kramer et al., 2012; Webb and Ashley, 2012), however few are
dedicated specifically toward its application in architectural design. A recent
research using Kinect as a 3D scanner linking physical models to virtual ones can
be seen in Salim et al. (2011). Here researchers, building on the set-up of the
Illuminating Clay project, re-examined the topic of Tangible User Interface by
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installing a Kinect sensor suspended alongside a projector above a horizontal surface, creating a scenario were a display, based on a stream of real-world data, was
projected onto a physical model. While this experiment used Kinect for its experiment, the approaches and outcomes are different. In the Quokka experiment, long
processing times for the end user were avoided by writing in C# a direct add-on
for Grasshopper in Rhino. In addition, Quokka enables a quicker, streamlined
method in that it does not require the many calibrations and coding which are not
necessarily part of the knowledge base required from architectural students and
practicing architects.
These interface precedents consist of almost two decades of research and have,
either directly or indirectly, contributed to the development of knowledge in this
area. However the experiments used unique, very elaborate, or expensive equipment with results and methodologies that are not widely practiced within the
discipline of architecture today. The Quokka research was developed using existing, well-known architecture programs, and explored the potential of widely
available, inexpensive ‘off-the-shelf’ game technology for architectural use. More
importantly, our experiment resulted in a method of receiving feedback in real
time.
2.2. WHAT IS QUOKKA?

Quokka is an add-on to Grasshopper that allows the use of Microsoft Kinect in
Grasshopper for Rhinoceros (Figure 1). It provides both depth point cloud data
and player skeleton data (Figure 2). A Software Development Kit (SDK) for
Microsoft Windows (Windows) was released in June 2011. This SDK allows,
among other functions, the accessing of depth data and the body position tracking
of up to two players. The depth sensor consists of an infrared laser projector combined with a monochrome CMOS sensor that captures video frames in three
dimensions. A 3D scan was produced through the use of Kinect, which captured
the surface data by locating of the surface points and transforming them into a
point cloud. Quokka enables the use of Kinect as a real time 3D scanner, and gives
the designer the following options:
• Output of depth point cloud data in real time.
• The use of a custom scale with a default of the Australian architecture standard of
millimetres.
• Toggling of depth points associated with either players or background.
• Setting the granularity of point output.
• Allowing ranges to be set to isolate subject surfaces and objects.
• Output of skeleton joint points and bone lines for up to two players.
• Toggling of output of joints and bones.
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Figure 1. Quokka and inputs in Grasshopper.

Figure 2. Output of player and background points, player points only, background points only,
and skeleton data.

3. Equipment Set-up and Method
In the experiment pictured above there are four main components: a physical
scaled model with a tower containing a flexible surface (in black with white grid
and Quokka logo), the digital version in Rhino of the model, a Kinect scanner, and
the computer with Rhino, Grasshopper, Quokka add-on, and Kinect driver
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Figure 3. The photo of the scanning set-up, which includes physical model, Kinect scanner, and
computer with Rhino, Kinect driver, and Quokka add-on installed. The black façade surface is the
object to be scanned and re-worked in Rhino.

Figure 4. Screen shot of scanned model and scanned, point-cloud surface, and Grasshopper
diagram.
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installed (Figure 3). The physical model was first created digitally and then sent
to a laser cutter and assembled manually. Once the add-on and Kinect driver were
installed, the digital model was aligned with the physical model. It was scanned
and the point cloud was cropped to the area the designer intends to work on in
Rhino. In this case we have chosen a façade tower surface. This point cloud, (pictured in red) treated as a surface, directly corresponds to any movement or
manipulations of the physical model in real-time (Figure 4).
A point cloud is a set of points that exist in three dimensions, thus every point
is defined by three coordinates; X, Y, and Z. While point clouds can be used in
some 3D applications, the process of reconstructing the surface can be made
through converting the points into a 3D surface. However most of these processes
lack a consistent method of reconstructing the surface using point clouds.
A surface can be created in Grasshopper from the selected point cloud by using
Delaunay meshing, such as is used in many 3D scanning programs when reconstructing a surface. Another method of reconstructing the surface is through
lofting (Figure 5). An advantage of the Grasshopper tree data structure of
Quokka’s depth point cloud data is that section lines of a subject surface or object
can easily be generated with the Grasshopper Curve or Polyline components.
These section lines can then be lofted, and the options for lofting a surface in
Grasshopper can be used. The lofted surface can in this way be created as a developable surface which will enable the designer to unfold the surface as sheets that
can be manufactured as components or as a whole.

Figure 5. A point cloud for a surface, section lines, and the lofted surface.

4. Beyond Reality Capture: Real-Time Generative Design
Reconstructing a surface with Quokka provides an interesting generative design
method. Elements of a dynamically changing physical surface can in real-time be
morphed in Grasshopper according to its specific properties (Figure 6). This is
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Figure 6. Reconstructed surfaces generated from Quokka, and real-time deformation of those
surfaces based on surface curvature.

particularly useful when designing with curved, non-standard surfaces. A designer
can create a generative dynamic model from a physical object and manipulate it
in real-time to test its viability. This illustrates the importance of the real-time
script to derive the best way of defining properties for freeform surfaces such as
thickness and structural properties which can be tested in real-time digitally by
adding structural behaviour parameters to the digital geometry.
5. Conclusion: Future Architectural Implications
The systems developed through these approaches have a number of experimental/
pedagogical applications in architecture such as performance in architecture, interactive design, collaborative design, 3D scanning, real time data capture and shape
design recognition, shape assessment, and feedback design.
Additional components can be developed within Quokka to manipulate the
point cloud data. Such components could be developed with the Point Cloud
Library (PCL) (pointclouds.org) to implement, for example, point cloud stitching
for full 3D scanning of objects and object recognition.
5.1. CHEAPER, FASTER, EASIER

For less than AUD $200, an architect or student could set up the 3D scanner with
his/her computer, and use a new tool which bridges the gap between working with
a physical model and attempting to create different digital morphologies. Students
and practitioners would not be confined to algorithmic space of computer programs in order to generate digital forms. Models can start out as physical models
and be easily scanned. Once digitised it will be easier for architects to manipulate
designs and complete changes and revisions. Because this method is inexpensive
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and easy to use, its diffusion and adoption as a common practice by a large cohort
of architects and students is possible.
A type of design ‘cross-breeding’ can occur, where existing known forms, for
example the model of a designer car, can be scanned and reversed engineered to
obtain and apply curves for the design of a building such as a car showroom.
5.2. PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

The use of 3D scanning with Quokka addresses some of the problematic issues of
generative design in academia. Scale has always been a problem among students,
however it is exaggerated through the implementation of generative design
processes which seem to begin in a black void of outer space. It is difficult for students to envision these shapes as habitable, scaled buildings within a real urban
context. By starting out with a physical model that contains an urban scale, students can immediately view how their generative design fit within a scaled context
and easily make modifications accordingly.
This method also eliminates the problematic decision for students as to
whether they should complete their work in digital or physical model form. Users
can see the outcomes of their physical models in digital form immediately, rather
than having to create a physical model, scan it, alter model, etc. This process does
away with the need of discriminating between working drawings and models and
finished presentation drawings and models.
5.3. IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGNING IN A DYNAMIC POINT CLOUD

This is an exciting area which we hope to see a lot more innovation in the future
using 3D scanning and Quokka. Some improvements and implications of using a
dynamic point cloud would be the introduction of vector motion into the design
process. Non-standard curved morphologies can more easily evolve from static
curved surfaces to dynamic, kinetic, and responsive facades and walls. These, in
turn, can be formed from an array of shaping vectors from wind patterns to sun
orientation. However it should be noted that the Kinect scanner cannot scan reflective surfaces nor can it scan in bright, sunlit conditions.
A recent version of the Quokka add-on along with installation instruction can
be found at: http://quokkalab.com.
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